PIONEERS IN SKIRTS
a character-driven documentary addressing how women & girls with pioneering
ambitions combat bias and sexism in our culture today
Our story features our director, Ashley Maria, who grew up in a world where girls are taught to be
powerful. They’re told, “If you dream it, you can be it.“ But, what happens when dreamers grow up?
Ashley grabbed her camera to share her story; revealing the career obstacles she and many other women
still have to deal with today, what realistically can be done about them, and how we all can play a role in
dramatically changing the outcome for women today -- and the next generation.
With a goal to impact cultures around the world, the film serves as a tool for advocates of gender
parity. Viewers see first-hand what women are confronted with on a daily basis and leave the film ready to
take steps toward positive change.
Pioneers in Skirts is a film for the individual who is pioneering her own path, parents who want their girls
and boys to grow up in an inclusive and welcoming world, and the many women and men who want to
know how they can make a difference.

We ALL can play a role
in pioneering change!
• Watch the movie trailer:
vimeo.com/pioneersinskirts/sizzletrailer
• Premiering in 2019
• Distribution: No distributor is attached yet.
Seeking film festival, semi-theatrical
(museums, schools, art centers, etc), video on
demand, educational sales, DVD sales, and
cable acquisition.
• Featured in: Dr. Hope, ForbesMedia,
Spectrum News, ForbesBusiness/SAP, more…
@pioneersinskirts

@pioneersnskirts

From DGA-winner Ashley Maria
Director ASHLEY MARIA is known for her work as a
writer and director of comedic and entertaining films.
She is the winner of the Directors Guild of America
(DGA) honor and featured by the DGA as “the future
of women in film.”
www.pioneersinskirts.com

